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The lrymm-like 'B' subject starting at bar 80 is in 3 sections:
SECTION 1

Tan Chan Boon
The final rise to the 4th Mountain theme, is where the ‘F#‘ in this symphony finally
resolves to ’G'.

Example 32a
A more legato second sections:
SECTION 2

Example 32b
Notice the return of the 'y' motif from the first movement in this C minor third sections:
SECTION 3

A B O U T

Example 32c

Example 35
The long-awaited Mountain theme from the first movement finally returns at one
bar after W

which marks the Recapitulation of the Symphony (not the Recap.

of the movement earlier at bar 319, V ) . The great ‘M' section appears four times,

each growing higher and greater in terms of register, phrasing, texture, dynamic
and spirit. At bar 416, the 'Heaven' theme (formerly ’Mountain’ theme) sings
with the 'Angel' motif (originating from the 'Pastoral' theme), which is followed
by a beautiful recollection of the ’B' theme (first section only), with harp's
embellishment ( flowing above the great Mountain tips, above the clouds), until
the final climb to the last appearance of the 'M’ theme at bar 444.

T H E

R E C O R D I N G

Recording a 60-minute work usually requires at least 12 to 15 hours
of rehearsal and recording time. However, we only had 5 hours over
2 mornings, from the orchestras first run through to the final recording
session for this work. I am grateful to the Moravian Philharmonic
Orchestra w h o tried their best to perform this difficult work in such
a short period of time. In addition, I would like to thank the General
Manager Mr. Vladislav Kvapil w h o had kindly made the necessary
arrangements for this recording to be realised.

1999, premiere of works in four consecutive months from March to June : ie.
Polyphonic studies for Violin solo, Ostinatissimo for Violin & Piano, a Quartet
movement and the Grand Caprice for Viola respectively, in which the first and the
fouth works received repeat performance in the month of June in Shanghai and
Kuala Lumpur.

M O R A V I A N

T h e Moravian Philharmonic is a p r o m i n e n t symphonic orchestra, one of the oldest
in the Czech Republic. It is based in Olomouc, the historical capital of Moravia. This
ancient city with a university is a Major centre of education, culture and arts in central
Moravia. T h e Moravian Philharmonic was led by distinguished musicians and among
its conductors were m e n renowned in the world, such as O.Klemperer, A.Jansons,
Lord Jehudi M e n u h i n , V.Neumann, L.Pesek and others. Prominent soloists were its
guest, e.g. S.Richter, I.Oistrach, G.Kremer, S.Ishikawa, P.Fournier, D.Safran, A.Navarra,
J.Suk, V.Hudecek, J.Carreras, A.Baltsa and m a n y others.
50 years ago the Moravian P h i l h a r m o n i c was f o r m e d f r o m part of the O l o m o u c
O p e r a orchestra. Since then it has developed a repertoir of exceptional range and
variety. T h e orchestra devotes m u c h attention to great names in world music of the
19 t h and 2 0 t h centuries, simultaneously putting great emphasis on the work of Gustav
Mahler, w h o had worked in O l o m o u c . Naturally, the Moravian Philharmonic is an
authentic interpreter of the classics of Czech national music — A.Dvorak, B.Smetana,
L.Janacek and B.Martinu.
T h e Moravian Philharmonic intensively promotes contemporary Czech and world
music, which is shown by the fact that more than 250 new compositions had their
premiere there and that ten C D s with contemporary music were recorded with this
orchestra. Its performances met with great response in most European countries. To
many places abroad it returns because of its wide critical acclaim and great popularity
with audiences. It attended major international festivals in Germany, France, Spain,
Greece, Italy, Austria etc...
T h e orchestra is also p r o u d of its discography of a wide-ranging style. Last b u t not
least, the Moravian Philharmonic is a cultural institution with a significant share in
the music life of O l o m o u c . It organizes the international music festival O l o m o u c
Music Spring and the International Organ Festival. T h e two festivals are held annually
in the churches of O l o m o u c that are m e m o r a b l e works of historic architecture.

by
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The Symphony ends in peace after an augmentation of the 'Major' 5-6-5 motif, followed
with seven bars of string tied notes in G major.

Piccolo [3rd Flute]
2 Flutes
2 Oboes
2 Clarinets (in A/B-flat)
Bass C l a r i n e t in B-flat
2 Bassoon
Doublebassoon

6 H o r n s in F
3 T r u m p e t s (in A/B-flat)
3 Trombones
Tuba
T i m p a n i (5) 1 player
Bass D r u m , C y m b a l e , T a m - t a m (large),
Triangle, Bean tray

Ostinatissimo Op.31 W790
for Violin & Piano (1998)
Ostinatissimo (1998) for violin and piano was written in memory of music teacher
and Singaporean composer Lim Tiap Guan, father of violinist Lim Shue Churn who
also perform this work in this C D . As the title implies, the work comprises a series
of 5 chords (C, e, a，F#，d#), repeated 26 times on the piano as the violin plays a
constantly chasing melodic line. The tempo is slow, evoking a sense of loss and grief.

Example 36

P H I L H A R M O N I C

The Production of this CD is kindly Sponsored

O R C H E S T R A T I O N

2 Harps
Strings [Violins, Violas, Cellos, D o u b l e Basses]

Example 34

Singaporean composer, conductor and musicologist, C.B.Tan's works have been
commissioned and performed in Taiwan, China, South-East Asia, Ukraine and
France as well as in Singapore. In 1998, Tan received the "Top Local Serious Music
Award" by the Composers & Authors Society of Singapore Ltd (COMPASS); other
recipient of this award include well-known Singaporean composers Leong Yoon Pin
and Phoon Yew Tian. The same years, his woodwind quintet "Homeland" was one
of the few works selected out of 173 compositions from 87 countries to be performed
at the 5th International Youth Music Festival at Kiev. Since 1997, Tan has held
three restrospective concerts: "My Music, My Art - Harvest of a Decade" (1997)，
"An Evening of String Quartet by Tan Chan Boon “ (1998) and "Millennium
Memory" (2001). Between 1997 and 1998, his String quartet "Retrouvailles" was
performed 5 times at the Victoria Concert Hall, Westin-Stamford, Ritz Carlton, in
which twice at the Alliance Francaise's Auditorium. President of both the Gustav
Mahler and the Anton Bruckner Societies in Singapore, Tan is also active in the
research and promote of Bruckner and Mahler. He has attended the International
Mahler Festival in Amsterdam (1995) and conference at the International Bruckner
Festival in Linz, Austria (1996). Tan has given more than 70 workshops and talks on
the works of Brahms, Bruckner and Mahler in Paris, Malaysia and Singapore.
Tan's main works include 2 Symphonies (No.1 "Aurore" 1986-89, No.2 "Genese"
1989-95), a Symphonic Poem, overtures, chamber works and other instrumental
works.

T H E

Tan started composing since he was 12 and studied composing with pioneer
Singaporean composer Leong Yoon Pin. Tan also studied conducting with the late
Israelian Maestro Shalom Ronly-Riklis. When he was 20, Tan entered the
prestigious Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris and studied composition with
French composers Jacques Casterede and Michel Merlet. Tan was a recipient of the
prestigious "Scholarship of the Comite Albert-Roussel Foundation", which was
founded specially for 3eme Cycle in Composition (Post-graduate studies). Within 2
years he completed the Ecole Normale's advanced degree in composition and in the
following year he was awarded the highest degree from this Institute, the Superieur
degree, which usually takes between 3 to 4 years to complete. At that time, Tan, 23,
was thus among the youngest student to complete the 3eme Cycle in composition.
In 1990, he received a grant from the then Singapore Cultural Foundation for an
advanced course in conducting in the Ecole Normale and attended masterclasses,
including one by Leonard Bernstein in 1989. In 1992, Tan's orchestral work
'Autumn' was premiered by the Singapore Symphony Orchestra at the Festival of
Arts' New Music Forum. The same year he was appointed associate conductor of the
Braddell Height Symphony Orchestra and made his debut as a conductor in March
1993. Tan has conducted performance of his works at the Taipei National Concert
Hall and was a semifinalist at the XVIth International Masterplayers Competition
for Conductors in 1993 at Lugano, Switzerland. In November 1997, he has
conducted the premiere of Wagner's prelude to 'Parsifal' in Singapore with the
BHSO.
Together with friends and supporters, he founded the Gustav Mahler Society
(Nov.1995) and the Anton Bruckner Society (June 1996) in Singapore and at present
Lecturer at the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts.
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This Symphony is in part inspired by the first Book of the Bible, Genesis, hence
its title Genese. The Symphony however, does not portray any specific episode or
story in Genesis, but aims to convey a sense of the act of Creation: that of
bringing something into being, where previously there was none. The work also
aims to convey the sense of awe and grandeur I felt when I saw the infinite wave
upon wave of mountain tops, intermingling with blue skies and white clouds,
during my hiking trips in the Swiss Alps. These feelings are conveyed through a
series of motifs which are introduced, and then transformed through the three
movements.

3 Bar before the first appearance of the Mountain theme
Bar 31, Cello

Cello, Bar 31, the 'Reve' theme

Example 22

The first and third movements are in Sonata form and the Second movement in
compound ternary form. Called "Soir, Reve, Fantasie", the second movement
aims to depict the arrival of night, dream and Fantasy. It was conceived as an
"Intermezzo" between the gigantic first and third movements.
The sense of Creation, of moving from darkness
being, is also reflected in the choice of keys. The
follows:
1st movement
2nd movement
f# minor - E major g minor - f minor

After the two bar climax, the above example turns into the 'angel' motif at bar 145 which
is a 3 parts imitative counterpoint from the woodwinds. Compare this example with the
'Pastoral' theme, see Ex.4a of the first movement.

Example 26

to light from nothingness to
key structure of the work is as

Example 3a

'Reve' theme return at bar 80, and the 'M' motif at bar 96 transit the music to the last 'Soir' at
bar 109 - a recapitulation of this tenary movement, leading to the first appearance of the
'5 - 6- 5' motif at bar 119, in major.

The '5-6-5' motif, now in minor as compared to the 'major' 5-6-5 in Ex.24, enclosed the 2nd
movement:

3 rd movement
f minor - f#/F# - G major

The movement/shifting of the tonal center in the 1st and 2 nd movements reflects a
form of "descent", which is transfigured into an "ascent" in the finale which
progresses from f minor to G major. The overall key progression of f# minor to
G also reflects an "ascent" of emotion as well as a resolution: F# is the leading
note in the key of G, "G" being symbolic for the 'G' in God and Genesis.

The Heaven (H) theme, transfigurated from the 'M' theme
which transfigurate the music a level higher when the modified 'M' theme shown at R (bar
127), it is like a 'reduced' version of the Mountain theme in the first movement.

Example 3d

The following are the main theme and motifs of the work:

Example 24

Example 27

The Pastoral theme
Bar 77, Flute 1 & 2, Piccolo

FIRST MOVEMENT

the low double bass tie the music into the Third movement (Finale) in F minor - a key which
is a full step below 'G', but half step from 'F#' - the initial key of the First movement.
This 'Attacca' formed the most 'dark' side of the symphony.

THE THIRD MOVEMENT (FINALE)

FIRST MOVEMENT - INTRODUCTION
Bar 1, Horn solo
Andante Moderato con Mesto

The motif remind us of the first movement's 'x' motif, but now in the form of the
'Pastoral' theme, appears at Tempo I, bar 134 with the following:

From the very 'dark' beginning, notice the intervals which form the 'A' motif:

however, the 1st, 3rd and 4th notes from this example came from the motif 'x', compare
this with example 1 and 2.

this is the motif which later becomes the first fugue subject at T in bar 183, please see Ex.31b

Example 4a

Example 31a
Example 1

SECOND MOVEMENT - SOIR, REVE, FANTASIE
Solo Horn, Bar.1 - the 'Soir' theme
Andante Moderato

EXPOSITION 'A'
Bar 15, Cello
which leads the music into a tutti climax in bar 142 & 143, the only 2 bars where the trumpets,
trombones and tuba enter in this movement.

Example 2

At time track 1'01, where the music stopped in 1989 and restarted in 1995. Here onwards,
less instruments were used to produce greater sound and more complex texture. Although
it has been very 'contrapuntal' in the first movement, it seems here that the composer's
writing has becoming more contrapuntal.

Example 21

Example 25

The complete four-bar fugue subject is an extraordinary extension of the 'A' motif form
Ex.31a

Example 31b
All Rights Reserved, National Library Board, Singapore
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Tan Chan Boon (b. 1965)
SYMPHONY NO.2 " G E N E S E " in F#Minor Op. 6 W762
(64'15 mins

2'17
1'09

2'16

Composed in Paris,
May - June 1989

Second Movement — Soir, Reve, Fantasy
11. Andante Moderato — Soir
12. Bar 3 0 - R e v e
13. Tempo I — Soir
14. Bar 8 1 - R e v e
15. Bar 109 — Soir - Fantasy
16. Tempo I — Transfiguration & attacca to finale

movement)

2'08

1'59
2'45
29'18

3'16

Composed in Singapore,
September - October 1995

24. Lento — Return of the Mountain Theme (recap of the Symphony)
25. Bar 371 - The Mountain (higher) - Double Fugue
26. Bar 4 0 2 - T h e Mountain (highest)

29. Ostinatissimo Op.31 W790 for Violin & Piano (1998)
Violin : Lim Shue Churn
All Rights Reserved,
Piano : Low Shao Suan

3'00
1'25
1'41
2'35
5'24
1'49
1'40
1'47
1'52
1'41

1995

27. Lento — Towards
28. Bar 443 - .... the Eternal Life

12'20

"GENESE"1989 -

B a r 3 1 9 - ' B ' (recap of

1'53
3'30
1'25
1'57
2'19
1'53
3'50
1'57
2'14
1'17

Third Movement — The Conclusion
17. Finale-'A'
18. Moderato —'B'
19. Bar 1 2 6 - ' A '
20. Allegro - The Fughetta
21. Fugue
22. Tempo I - 'A + B'
23.

22'37

SYMPHONY NO.2

First Movement — The Beginning
1. Andante Moderato Con Mesto
2. Bar 31 — The Mountain Theme
3. Bar 46
4.
Dolcississimo
5. Tempo I
6. Bar 166 — Recapitulation
7. Bar 187 - The Mountain Theme
8. Bar 2 1 6 - T h e Pastoral
9. Bar 256 - 8 Bars before Coda
10. Lento - The Mountain (higher)

Tan Chan Boon

1989-1995

2'58
6'21

National Library Board,
Singapore
Total Time:
70'36

